
Adult Class schedule
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Adult Program Description 

At Strong Style we accept students of all levels in each of our programs. Whether you want to train to become stronger, learn self-defense or hope to eventually 

compete on our team(s), we have programs to help reach your goals. 

MMA Program 

MMA - We have trained multiple world champion athletes on all levels of combat sports from the concepts and training methods in this program. 

This is a great system to learn all aspects of martial arts such as Boxing, Kickboxing, Jiu-Jitsu, Wrestling, Shootfighting and other effective forms of combat sports 

and self-defense. (Kickboxing Classes included in this program). 

MMA Fight Team – If you are interested in joining our fight team, a minimum 1 year of consistent training and sparring in our MMA/Boxing/BJJ program is 

required before fight team consideration and tryout. We have over 25 amateur and professional fighters representing Strong Style, and hundreds over the 

course of 26 years. 

Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu & Grappling Program 

Gi Fundamentals – Our Gi Fundamentals classes are perfect for beginners and students with 12 months or less of experience. This is a requirement to advance 

to our standard Gi BJJ program. We offer Gi rentals at the front desk for $10, if it’s your first time taking class, or you can purchase a Gi at our pro shop located 

near the front desk. 

Gi Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu – This is our Brasa Jiu-Jitsu belt ranking system. Although it contains stand-up movements, it is most famous for devastating ground-fighting 

techniques. Jiu-Jitsu is an art that relies on controlling opponents using body leverage to gain advantages through throws, takedowns, submissions, and more.  

No-Gi grappling - A class that consists of a mix of BJJ, Judo, Wrestling, Shootfighting and other similar martial arts. 

Boxing Program 

Boxing - In your first few classes you will learn proper stance, basic offensive and defensive techniques, how to wrap your hands, and more. 

As you gain experience, we will teach you advanced boxing techniques. You will also go through various conditioning exercises to get your body and core in peak 

physical shape. No experience, no problem. We offer a Boxing Basics class Mon-Thurs at 6p by appt. only. If it’s your first time boxing, you will need to take 1-2 

Boxing Basics classes max before participating in our regular class schedule. (Schedule your 1st Boxing Basics class at the desk or call the gym). 

Whether you want to compete or just learn the fine art of boxing, this is the program for you. 

Boxing Fight Team – At the coaches’ discretion, we offer an intro sparring class as an option every 4-6 weeks if you want to test your skills or have a chance to 

compete on our fight team. We have over 30 amateur and professional fighters representing Strong Style. 

Strong Style Athletics 

This is our strength and conditioning program. We will focus on building a strong mind and body through our unique and proven training methods. This program 

consists of a push/pull/full-body/and lower-body rotation. We incorporate barbell movements, kettlebell training, bodyweight exercises, sleds, rowers, bikes, 

running, and anything we feel will make you the strongest version of you. 


